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Built-In Professional Support
Teacher’s Guide
What Is Comprehension and How DoWe Teach It?
• 10 guiding principles

How DoWe Create an Active Literacy Classroom?
• instructional practices and thinking tools

What’s Inside The Comprehension Toolkit?
• overview of components and features

How DoWe Plan and Assess with The Toolkit?
• schedules, classroommaterials, and
evaluation techniques

How Do We Create an 
Active Literacy Classroom?

To create an Active Literacy Classroom that hums with productive learning
shaped by our guiding principles, we rely on the following instructional
practices—or Thinking Tools. These Thinking Tools enable active literacy and
strategic reading; they provide structure and support learning.

Think Alouds 
When we model how we read ourselves, we share our struggles as well as
our successes, peeling back the layers of our thinking and showing kids how
we approach text and how understanding happens. To remove the cloak of
mystery surrounding the comprehension process, we can verbalize the
thoughts we have as we read, surfacing the inner conversation we conduct
with the text. This detailed process of making thinking public is referred to
as a “think aloud” (Davey, 1983). Thinking aloud is one way to make the
reading process concrete. We bring in text we are actually reading to
illustrate how we use comprehension strategies to make sense of and
understand our own reading. In this way, students come to view us as
readers and observe our authentic reading process. We ask kids to notice
our responses and reading behaviors. When we stop, the kids discuss and
write about what they observed.

Throughout the Toolkit, we frequently read and think aloud for the purpose
of instruction and we are committed to this as a highly effective teaching
practice. However, we must never forget to read aloud every day just for
pure enjoyment, to wash kids over with words and nurture their souls. If we
only read aloud for the purpose of instruction, we will ruin reading aloud!
So we do both. We read aloud for the purpose of instruction, and we read
aloud just for the sheer joy of it! 

Think Aloud Tips to Teach Comprehension 
Share inferences from the cover, title, and pictures as well as the text. “From
looking at the cover, I’ll bet this story takes place sometime during the
1800s because tall ships like this one don’t sail the open seas anymore. Let’s
read on and see if we can find out.”

Model the connections we make when we read. Link our prior knowledge
and information to new information in the text. “This reminds me of the
booming summer thunderstorms we used to have when I was growing up
in Wisconsin. That photograph of the sky-to-ground lightning looks exactly
like the lightning strikes I recall from those days.”

Share the questions we have when reading. Explain that some questions
are answered and others are not, but that talking about these questions is
the best way to begin to better understand. And model how one question
often leads to another. “I wonder if this seal will be attacked by the great
white shark? I wonder if it could possibly swim away and survive? Can
anything escape the jaws of a great white?”

Verbalize confusing points (monitoring ongoing comprehension). “This just
doesn’t make sense.”“I don’t get this.”“This is completely different than I
expected.”

Demonstrate fix-up strategies. Show how we repair meaning when it breaks
down. “I’d better reread this. I’m totally confused.”“Maybe if I read on, I will
get a clearer idea of what is going on.”“This is a new word for me. I need to
pay attention to the context and notice the surrounding sentences.”

Teacher’s Guide 13
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Flexible Sample Schedule for Ten-Week 
Nonfiction Genre Study 

One Hour to 90 Minutes a Day

W E E K  1 M O N I T O R  C O M P R E H E N S I O N
Day 1 Lesson 1 Follow Your Inner Conversation

Day 2 Lesson 2 Notice When You Lose Your Way

Day 3 Practice in self-selected text 

Day 4 Lesson 3 Read, Write, and Talk

Day 5 Independent Practice as described in Lesson 3 

W E E K  2  A C T I VAT E  A N D  C O N N E C T  
Day 1 Lesson 4 Follow the Text Signposts

Day 2 Lesson 5 Merge Your Thinking With New Learning

Day 3 Practice in self-selected text 

Day 4 Lesson 6 Connect the New to the Known

Day 5 Practice in self-selected text

W E E K  3  A S K  Q U E S T I O N S
Day 1 Lesson 7 Question the Text 

Day 2 Lesson 8 Read to Discover Answers

Day 3 Practice in self-selected text

Day 4 Lesson 9 Ask Questions to Expand Thinking

Day 5 Practice in self-selected text 

W E E K  4 P R A C T I C E , E X T E N D , A N D  R E F L E C T  
Spend this week giving kids time to read extensively, helping
them use the Toolkit strategies as they read. Form small,
needs-based groups to provide added support and guided
practice. This is a great week to give more developed
readers an opportunity to test their wings with more
challenging text. Likewise, some readers may need more
time and practice to incorporate and use strategies to help
them comprehend. Spend time conferring with individuals to
better assess their reading progress. You might use the
teacher assessment questions in the End-of-Strategy
Assessments to determine individual growth and need.
Finally, this is an excellent time for kids to reflect on their
own learning using the student assessment checklist found
in the End-of-Strategy Assessments.

W E E K  5 I N F E R  M E A N I N G  
Day 1 Lesson 10 Infer the Meaning of Unfamiliar Words

Day 2 Lesson 11 Infer With Text Clues

Day 3 Practice in self-selected text

Day 4 Lesson 12 Tackle the Meaning of Language

Day 5 Practice in self-selected text

W E E K  6 I N F E R  M E A N I N G  ( C O N T I N U E D )  
Day 1 Lesson 13 Crack Open Features

Day 2 Lesson 14 Read With a Question in Mind

Day 3 Practice in self-selected text

Day 4 Lesson 15 Wrap Your Mind Around Big Ideas

Day 5 Practice in self-selected text

W E E K  7 D E T E R M I N E  I M P O R TA N C E
Day 1 Lesson 16 Spotlight New Thinking

Day 2 Practice in self-selected text 

Day 3 Lesson 17 Record Important Information

Day 4 Lesson 18 Target Key Information

Day 5 Practice in self-selected text

W E E K  8  D E T E R M I N E  I M P O R TA N C E  ( C O N T I N U E D )
Day 1 Lesson 19 Determine What to Remember

Day 2 Practice in self-selected text

Day 3 Lesson 20 Distinguish Your Thinking From the Author's

Day 4 Lesson 21 Construct Main Ideas from Supporting Details

Day 5 Practice in self-selected text

W E E K  9 S U M M A R I Z E  A N D  S Y N T H E S I Z E
Day 1 Lesson 22 Read, Think, and React

Day 2 Lesson 23 Think Beyond the Text

Day 3 Practice in self-selected text

Day 4 Lesson 24 Read to Get the Gist

Day 5 Practice in self-selected text

W E E K  1 0  S U M M A R I Z E  A N D  S Y N T H E S I Z E  ( C O N T I N U E D )
Day 1 Lesson 25 Reread and Rethink

Day 2 Practice in self-selected text

Day 3 Lesson 26 Read, Write, and Reflect

Day 4 Practice writing a summary response 

Day 5 Practice writing a summary response with a 
self-selected text

During the final two practice days of the Toolkit course of study, kids
work on summary responses and practice independently in their
own reading. The teacher confers with kids individually and in small
groups about their progress and the reflection and assessment
questions. This is an excellent time for kids to reflect on their own
Toolkit learning using the Student Assessment checklists found in
the End-of-Strategy Assessments. The teacher keeps track of how
kids are using a variety of comprehension strategies on the Toolkit
rubrics and Master Tracker as well as through informal observation.



The Comprehension Toolkit

Built-In Professional Support
Resources CD-ROM
• Video conversation with Dr.P. David Pearson about
the research on reading comprehension

• A photographic overview of an active literacy
classroom

• Electronic tour of the components, lesson design,
and assessment

• Downloadable lesson templates, assessment
master, record-keeping forms, and lesson texts

• Research articles



“Reading comprehension occurs when readers engage

in an inner conversation with the text, merge their

thinking with it, ask questions, infer, think about

what’s important, and summarize and synthesize.”

Stephanie Harvey and Anne Goudvis

The Comprehension Toolkit

Strategy Books
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Strategy Books
26 strategy lessons organized into 6 books

1.Monitor Comprehension
2. Activate and Connect
3. Ask Questions
4. Infer Meaning
5. Determine Importance
6. Summarize and Synthesize

Students learn to use strategies flexibly, across
a variety of texts, topics, and subject areas
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Strategy Books
1.Monitor Comprehension

Monitor Comprehension identifies ways readers
listen to their inner conversations and keep track
of their thinking as they read.

2. Activate and Connect
Activate and Connect alerts students to the impact
background knowledge has on their learning and
how, as readers, they continually connect the new
to the known.
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Strategy Books
3. Ask Questions

Ask Questions highlights how readers can use
questions to clarify unfamiliar ideas and discover
new information.

4. Infer Meaning
Infer Meaning teaches students how to use
context clues and text evidence to crack open
the new concepts and vocabulary common to
nonfiction text.
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Strategy Books

5. Determine Importance
Determine Importance helps students distill
the main ideas and important thinking from
the detailed facts in nonfiction text.

6. Summarize and Synthesize
Summarize and Synthesize encourages students
to go beyond the simple restating of facts so they
can use new information to inspire or change
their thinking.



“Strategies are taught through the gradual release

of responsibility framework.We provide explicit

instruction through modeling and guided practice,

and then invite the students to try techniques on

their own through collaborative practice,

independent practice, and application.”

Stephanie Harvey and Anne Goudvis

The Comprehension Toolkit

Lesson Framework
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Lesson Overview
The opening spread lists the resources needed, states the purpose of the
lesson, and identifies the gradual release plan.

TextMatters
When we teach kids how we use context clues to infer the meaning of
words, we choose text that features some vocabulary we suspect will be
unfamiliar to them. This gives them an opportunity to infer the meaning
of new words. We also make sure that the text does not define the words
immediately after featuring them as is frequently the case in textbooks,
because then students wouldn’t need to infer the meaning.

From Kids Discover - Titanic, Copyright © 2005, All rights reserved.

Lesson  10
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TH
E

OF UNFAMILIAR

why&what
Inferring is at the heart of reading. Writers don’t spill information onto the
page; they leak it slowly, leaving clues along the way to keep the reader
engaged in the act of constructing meaning. Inferring involves taking what
we know and merging it with clues in the text to come up with information
that isn’t explicitly stated there. Inferring is the strategy readers need to
figure out the meaning of unfamiliar words. To help readers understand
what it means to infer, we teach a literacy equation, BK (Background
Knowledge) + TC (Text Clues) = I (an Inference). Readers can use the equation
to crack the meaning of unfamiliar words. In this lesson, we teach kids to use
the context and the features to visualize and infer the meaning of unknown
vocabulary.

when&how

C O N N E C T & E N G A G E

Explain inferring.

Teach an equation for inferring to make inferring concrete and to support kids
as they try to make their own inferences.

Explain how to use the strategy of inferring to figure out unfamiliar words in
context.

M O D E L

Model how to infer the meaning of unfamiliar words and to use a form to help
kids understand and remember the meanings.

G U I D E

Support kids as they read and infer the meaning of unfamiliar words.

Explain how readers use the features to visualize and infer meaning.

Introduce and explain the idea of Word Keepers.

C O L L A B O R AT E

Have kids work together in pairs to read through the text and practice inferring
the meaning of words as they fill in their charts.

Give away a word to remind students what it means to be a Word Keeper.

S H A R E  T H E  L E A R N I N G

Invite kids to share their four-column forms with new words and concepts and
explain the process for figuring them out.

resources&materials
LESSON TEXT

Kids Discover “Titanic” pages 2, 3, and 4
[See the Source Book of Short Text
pages 20–22.]

CLASSROOM SUPPLIES

Overhead transparency of form with four
columns labeled Word, Inferred Meaning,
Text Clues, and Sentence [See Strategy
Cluster 4 page 71 or the CD-ROM.]

Overhead projector and marker

STUDENT SUPPLIES

Clipboard with Word/Inferred
Meaning/Clues/Sentence form

Copy of the “Titanic” article

Pencil

Use context clues 
to unpack vocabulary

Lesson 10: Infer the Meaning of Unfamiliar Words overview 3

Goals&
assessment
WE WANT STUDENTS TO:

merge their background knowledge
with text clues to make an inference
(BK+TC=I).

use the context to infer the meaning of
unfamiliar words.

visualize from features to infer
meaning.

use new vocabulary in a sentence to
demonstrate understanding.
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Lesson in Action
Watch Steph and Anne teach, listen to their language, and see the ways in
which their students respond to the text.

I love it when you’re all gathered up here close and personal with your clip-
boards ready to think, read, and write. For the past few lessons, we have been
focused on the questioning strategy. We’ve been thinking about the questions
we have as we read, and we’ve noticed how our questions can actually lead to
better understanding. For the next few lessons, we are going to work on a new
strategy that builds on the questioning strategy. It’s called inferring, and it is at
the heart of reading. We frequently answer our own questions by making an
inference. Does anyone know what it means to infer? Turn and talk about that
for a minute. [Kids come up with a range of responses and then I continue.]

When writers write, they don’t spill information onto the page.They leak it
slowly so readers can draw their own conclusions. In fact, that’s one of the
things that makes reading so much fun. The reader has to figure things out.
Readers need to pay close attention to the clues in the text to make an infer-
ence.When we think about what we already know and then carefully consider
the clues in the text, we can draw a conclusion or make an inference.

Inferring involves taking information from the text and merging it with our
own thinking to come up with an idea that the author hasn’t actually written
down. We use inferring in many ways. For instance, we infer to figure out the
meaning of unfamiliar words. In today’s lesson, I will model how I infer the mean-
ing of unfamiliar vocabulary words and how I use context clues to crack the
words. Is this making sense? Turn and talk about your thinking. [Kids talk.]

Look, let me show you an equation.You know about math equations.Well,
this is a literacy equation to help us infer! To infer the meaning of a word or
phrase, we think about what we already know and merge our background
knowledge with clues in the text, like this:

BK (Background Knowledge) + TC (Text Clues) = I
(Inference) BK+TC=I [I write the equation on the chart.]

Cool, huh?
If our inference doesn’t seem reasonable or make

sense, we can gather more clues and more information
to make a more reasonable inference. If we ignore the
clues in the text, we are really just guessing.The more
clues we have, the better our inference is likely to be.
And we can’t forget to check our background knowl-
edge, because if the inference doesn’t make sense, it
might be because our BK is off the mark.

Today, I have brought a magazine article about the
Titanic story. We’re going to read and talk about the
Titanic tragedy over the next two lessons. How many

of you know something about the Titanic? Turn to each other and talk about
what you know about this terrible tragedy. [Kids talk to each other and I listen in.

After a minute I ask them to share.They share a variety of responses, most of which reflect

that the Titanic hit an iceberg and sank and that many people perished.]

Explain inferring.

Teach an equation for inferring 
to make inferring concrete and to
support kids as they try to make
their own inferences.

C O N N E C T & E N G A G E
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Model how to infer the meaning of
unfamiliar words and to use a form
to help kids understand and
remember the meanings.

Explain how to use the strategy of
inferring to figure out unfamiliar
words in context.

Such a terribly sad story. Over the next few days we are going to learn much
more about this event. As we read more about the Titanic, I am anticipating that
we will meet some unfamiliar words and concepts, so I thought it would be useful
to work on inferring in vocabulary.Turn and talk to each other for a moment about
what you do s a reader when you come across a word you don’t understand. [Kids

talk and then share out.]

As I read a bit of this today, I’ll probably come across some new words.When
that happens, I am going to show you how I use the strategy of inferring to figure
out the meaning of unknown words.When I come to a word I don’t know, I need
to think about what I do know about, and also consider the context, for that word.
I need to read the words and sentences that come before and after the word
because they will help me to infer the meaning. And I need to think about our
equation. Let me give you an example of how it works.

OK, I am going to model for you how I infer the meanings of words as I read
some of this Titanic article from Kids Discover. I have a transparency with four
columns labeled Word, Inferred Meaning,Text Clues, and Sentence.

As I read, I am going to record unfamiliar words in the first column and then
write what I infer the word means in the second column. In the third column, I
will write down what clues helped me infer the meaning of the word. When I
have a solid idea of what the word means, I will write a brief sentence using the
word in the fourth column. One of the reasons we write the word in a sentence
is that if we can do that, we probably understand its meaning.Writing the word
in a sentence demonstrates our understanding. Let’s see what we can infer. First
I’ll model, and then you will have a chance. Let me read a couple of paragraphs.

“Iceberg Right Ahead”

By the time these words range out on the RMS Titanic, it was too late. The warning came
at 11:40 pm on the clear, cold night of April 14, 1912 in the icy seas of the North Atlantic.
Within 40 seconds the ship’s starboard side was raked below the waterline by the sub-
merged spur of an iceberg. Less than three hours later, the Titanic sunk beneath the
water. At least 1,523 of its roughly 2,228 passengers and crew were dead or dying.

Had the Titanic missed the iceberg that Sunday it may have simply been remembered
as one of the largest, most luxurious ocean liners of its time. Yet so much went wrong
that the Titanic has become a symbol for disaster. The great ship’s story is a drama
with a little of everything: heroism and fear, humility and arrogance, wealth and
poverty, life and death.

Wow, so sad. If only it had missed that iceberg, this terrible tragedy would
have been averted. In the next few days, we are going to use the Titanic story to
get into themes, which will be really interesting for you. But before we focus
on the big ideas, I thought we had better practice how to infer the meaning of
words so that we don’t get hung up on them.

As I read this last sentence, I see a word I am not quite sure about, humility,
so I need to consider clues to help me infer the meaning.The first thing I notice
is that the writer has paired some words together in that sentence—heroism

and fear, wealth and poverty, life and death, humility and arrogance. I know the
meaning of most of these words.And I know that wealth and poverty and life and
death are opposites.

M O D E L
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Reflection & Assessment
The strategies in this section use assessment to monitor student progress and
inform instructional decision-making

10 The Comprehension Toolkit: Infer Meaning

DID YOUR STUDENTS:

merge their background knowledge with text
clues to make an inference (BK+TC=I)?

use the context to infer the meaning of 
unfamiliar words?

visualize from features to infer meaning?

use new vocabulary in a sentence to 
demonstrate understanding?

1 Taylor was able to infer the meaning and
describe the clues that helped in each unfamiliar
word that he came across. He even noted in the
Text Clues column that the word hypothermia
was actually defined in the story. Each of his sen-
tences demonstrates a clear understanding of
the words.

2 Kayleigh also was able to infer the meaning of
the unfamiliar words she came across (facing
page). She found helpful clues to lead her to infer
their meanings—the overstuffed chairs and
thick carpets for opulent, and the pictures of the
rooms as well as the text description to under-
stand the word accommodations. Her sentences
demonstrated terrific understanding. Although
she has written a very thoughtful sentence and
definition for society, this was not the precise
meaning of the word in the text. Kayleigh was
relying on her background knowledge of the
word society, and she showed a good under-
standing of the most common definition of the
word. In this case, however, the text was referring 

In assessing student work from this lesson, we check for several things.

We review the four-column forms to see:

• if they made reasonable inferences about word meaning.

• if they considered the clues that led them to infer the meaning.

• if they wrote sentences that demonstrated understanding.

We also assess our students’ understanding by listening to their discussions throughout this
lesson and throughout the sharing piece.

1

reflection&
assessment

Lesson 10: Infer the Meaning of Unfamiliar Words guide 11

to the notion of high society, wealth, and posi-
tion. Multiple meanings throw up barriers to
cracking unfamiliar vocabulary, which is one
reason we need to teach the strategy of inferring
meaning in context. I would point out to
Kayleigh that she has a great definition of society
in general. But I would take her back to the text
to show her another meaning of the word as it is
used in the text.

3 Jane did an excellent job of using inferential
thinking and context clues to figure out the
meaning of words. She provided solid evidence
for her definitions in the Text Clues column and
mentioned that she read on to better under-
stand the meaning of the word opulent. She got
the accurate meaning of the word society as it is
used in the text, but then her sentence reflected
the more common, general meaning of the
word. This is not surprising, as multiple mean-
ings trip readers up.

In fact, many kids had trouble with the definition
of society used in the text. So this provides 
a great teaching opportunity. I would begin the
next day’s lesson with a review of some of the
words, and I would include a discussion of the
word society and talk about the multiple mean-
ings of the word, noting how it is used in the
text as well as the more common definition.
I would then focus the general discussion on
multiple meanings to help kids become more
aware of these.

2

3
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Lesson Guide
• The Lesson Guide outlines the lesson’s teaching moves and language and
supports you to do the lesson with your own text.

Does anyone know what it means to infer? Turn and talk about that.
Inferring involves taking information from the text and merging it with our
own thinking to come up with an idea that the author hasn’t actually written.
We infer to figure out the meaning of unfamiliar words.Today, I will model
how I infer the meaning of unfamiliar vocabulary and how I use context clues
to crack the words.

Let me show you a literacy equation to help you infer! To infer the meaning
of a word or phrase, we think about what we already know and merge our
background knowledge with clues in the text. BK+TC=I.
If our inference doesn’t seem reasonable, we can gather more clues and more
information. If we ignore the clues in the text, we are really just guessing.And
we can’t forget to check our background knowledge, because if it doesn’t
make sense, it might be because our BK is off the mark.

Teaching Moves Teaching Language

C O N N E C T & E N G A G E

I am going to model for you how I infer the meanings of words as I read
some of this article. I have a form on the overhead with four columns labeled
Word, Inferred Meaning,Text Clues, and Sentence.

As I read, I am going to record unfamiliar words in the first column and then
write what I infer the word means in the second column. In the third
column, I will write down what helped me infer the meaning.When I have a
firm idea of what the word means, I will write a brief sentence using the
word in the fourth column.
One of the reasons we write the word in a sentence is that if we can do that,
we probably understand its meaning.
Thinking back to our equation, BK+TC=I, I will use my background knowl-
edge and merge it with text clues to infer the meaning of the word.
Can you see how I used the context of the sentence to find clues to the
meaning of the word? Turn to each other and talk about that.

Model how to infer the meaning of
unfamiliar words and to use a form
to help kids understand and
remember the meanings.

Explain inferring.

Teach an equation for inferring 
to make inferring concrete and to
support kids as they try to make
their own inferences.

Explain how to use the strategy of
inferring to figure out unfamiliar
words in context.

M O D E L

You each have a copy of the text and the four-column form.
Let’s try the next page. I’ll read the title. Hmmm, there’s a big word.Turn
to each other and talk about what you infer it means.Any ideas?

The features in nonfiction help us visualize and understand information
better.Visualizing is inferring from the picture in your mind.Visualizing
helps us infer meaning.

Support kids as they read and infer
the meaning of unfamiliar words.

Explain how readers use the
features to visualize and infer
meaning.

G U I D E

12 The Comprehension Toolkit: Infer Meaning

Lesson  10

Use context clues 
to unpack vocabularyTH

E

OF UNFAMILIAR

Teaching Language Teaching Moves

Lesson 10: Infer the Meaning of Unfamiliar Words guide 13

Have kids work together in pairs to
read through the text and practice
inferring the meaning of words as
they fill in their charts.

Give away another word to help
kids get used to the idea of what 
it means to be a Word Keeper.

I am going to hand each of you a page or two of an article to read, talk about,
and practice the strategy we just learned, using context clues to infer the
meaning of unfamiliar words.
OK, take a minute to peruse your article.What does it mean to peruse?

I love the word peruse because it is a word that has to do with reading, a liter-
acy word. I love that! Who wants to be the Word Keeper for peruse?

After you have perused the article, you can begin reading sections to each
other.When you come to a word that you are not sure about, you can add it
to the form. Don’t forget to think about our equation BK+TC=I.

Invite kids to share their four-
column forms with new words and
concepts and explain the process
for figuring them out.

OK, finish up your reading, writing, and thinking and come on up to the
sharing circle.You can share a word or concept that you didn’t understand
and then describe how you inferred the meaning. Share a sentence you
wrote, too.And of course you are always free to share some interesting con-
tent as well, as long as you come up with a word first, OK?
Now I am going to give each of you this blank vocabulary form to keep with you
when you read on your own.You can keep this as an ongoing support to keep
track of and figure out unfamiliar words. Great job, you guys.Thanks so much.

DID YOUR STUDENTS:

merge their background knowledge with text clues to make an inference (BK+TC=I)?

use the context to infer the meaning of unfamiliar words?

visualize from features to infer meaning?

use new vocabulary in a sentence to demonstrate understanding?

reflection&
assessment

G U I D E

OK, now as I fill in the form on the overhead, you can fill in the form on
your clipboard.What should we write in the Inferred Meaning column?
Write the synonym you inferred in the second column.
Now for the third column.What did we use for context clues?
OK, now turn to a partner and try to come up with a sentence about the
topic using the new word, and then we’ll share some of your sentences.

Word Keepers love words and care tremendously about them. From now on,
I am going to give words away to you.You become the keeper of that word—
the Word Keeper—and you take care of and love that word just like a
zookeeper takes care of and loves animals.

Support kids as they read and infer
the meaning of unfamiliar words.

Introduce and explain the idea of
Word Keepers.

S H A R E T H E  L E A R N I N G

C O L L A B O R AT E



“If kids are not reading engaging, interesting, thought-

provoking text, why bother? We need to provide kids

opportunities to read text worth thinking about.

Students need a steady diet of texts that present a

variety of perspectives, opinions, and interpretations.”

Stephanie Harvey and Anne Goudvis

The Comprehension Toolkit

Informational Texts
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Informational Texts

Source Book of Short Text
Lesson Text
• 24 articles from children’s magazines
• used in lessons as models of exemplary text
• provided in a reproducible format

Nonfiction Short Texts
• 43 short informational articles
• written for the Toolkit
• age-appropriate essays on a range of topics
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The Greenhouse Effect 

If you’ve ever been inside
of a greenhouse, your first
words were probably, “Wow,
it’s hot in here!” A green-
house is built of glass and it
heats up because lots of sun-
light gets in, warming the
ground and plants inside.
However, the warm air has
no way to escape. It’s similar
to a car that’s been parked
in the sun for hours with the
windows closed—the tem-
perature rises because the
heat has no way to get out. 
Help from the
Atmosphere

The planet Earth is surrounded by our
atmosphere, which traps heat in a way
similar to a greenhouse. The sun radiates
energy, in the form of light, that passes
right through our atmosphere and heats
up the Earth’s surface. Much of the sun’s
energy is absorbed by land, oceans,
trees, and other plants. The earth also
radiates some energy back into space,
but in the form of heat instead of light.
The atmosphere absorbs some of this
heat and warms up. If it weren’t for our
atmosphere, the Earth would be almost
50 degrees Fahrenheit colder than it
is now. This warming is called the
Greenhouse Effect, and we couldn’t
live on the Earth without it. 
The Role of Gases

The atmosphere is made up of a
mixture of different gases; it’s about
three quarters nitrogen and one quarter
oxygen. Oxygen and nitrogen, however,
aren’t very good at absorbing heat. Most
of the heat absorbed by the atmosphere
is collected by small amounts of other
gases such as methane, nitrous oxide,
and above all, carbon dioxide. These

gases are unusual in that they are trans-
parent to solar energy, but absorb heat
energy. Therefore, they don’t block out
light from the sun, but they catch the
heat as it’s radiated back by the earth
and keep it in the atmosphere. They are
called greenhouse gases. 
Outside Influences

Carbon dioxide and other green-
house gases are a natural part of our
atmosphere, but they can also be pro-
duced by factories, cars, and coal-burn-
ing power plants. Over the past century
humans have been creating more and
more greenhouse gases as the number
of cars and factories increases, and
many scientists are worried that these
man made gases may absorb even
more heat and warm the Earth to record
levels. This is called the Enhanced
Greenhouse Effect and its result is what’s
known as “global warming.” 

Adapting to global warming will be
difficult, and many people are working
to find ways to cut back on the amount
of greenhouse gases that we are putting
into our atmosphere. �

51%
absorbed by earth

21%
scattered by clouds

19%
absorbed by atmosphere

6%
scattered from
atmosphere

4%
reflected  
by surface

Light from the sun heats up the Earth and surrounding 
atmosphere.

Students learn successful reading strategies as they read real-world
informational texts.
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Informational Texts

Trade Book Pack
• 7 engaging trade books
• referenced in Toolkit lessons
• Because these popular books may
already be owned these books are
available as an optional purchase
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Built-In Professional Support
Extend & Investigate
Content Literacy: Social Studies and Science Reading
• two fully-developed samples of content area topic studies
• templates for use with your own content units

Strategy Extension
• multiple options for crafting differentiated instruction

The Genre of Textbook Reading
• 10 model lessons target challenges common
to content area textbooks

The Genre of Test Reading
• strategies for navigating the reading challenges
of standardized tests

Strategy Extension 5: Response Options for
Determine Importance
Text Notes

Codes — Code text to record thinking:

* for important information

Aha! for the big idea

S for surprising or shocking information

! for exciting or interesting ideas

L for new learning

Post-its

Anchor Charts and Forms (2 and 3 Columns)

Form/Chart Purpose

Topic/Detail To support the larger ideas with information  

What’s Interesting/What’s Important To separate interesting but less important 
details from important information  

Fact/Question/Response To respond to and extend thinking about 
information in the text 

Opinion/Proof To support opinions with valid information 
from the text

Topic/Detail/Response To support the general subject with 
information and responses  

Important to the Reader/Important to the Author To make a distinction between the reader’s 
own interpretations and the author’s argument  

Additional Response Options
Feature Books — Student-made booklets that present a variety of nonfiction
features (captions, diagrams, call-out boxes, etc.) for students to dip into and
use as examples in their own writing

Teaching Books — Short books where students note the illustrations,
writing, and features that are important to include to teach someone about
the topic 

Posters — Vibrant, large student-created posters that incorporate a variety
of visuals, features, and writing to share and teach information

Test Questions
Reading tests have predictable kinds of questions, and each kind requires a
unique approach. Here are the most common question types and some ideas for
helping kids deal with them.

Vocabulary Questions: questions about specific words

Samples Teaching Suggestions

Literal Questions: questions whose answers may be found in the text

Samples Teaching Suggestions

Which is the best meaning for the
word______

The word _______ in the story means…

What is a synonym for________

Which word means the same as _________ 

What is an antonym for__________

Which word means the opposite of
______________

The word __________ in this story means
about the same as…

What does the word ________ in the (2nd,
3rd, 4th) paragraph mean…

Teach kids to read the entire sentence to
figure out the meaning of the word in
context. Have them use the context to infer
a general meaning of the word. Remind
them to look back to previous sentences or
read ahead for clues in the text that help
infer the meaning of the word.

Have students match parts of speech—
nouns to nouns, verbs to verbs.

Teach words like synonym, antonym,
opposite, similar, so kids will be prepared
when they meet them on the test.

Remind kids to eliminate definitions that
they know do not fit the meaning of the
unfamiliar word and choose the closest
match.

What…

When…

Which…

Where…

How…

Questions about sequence — Example:
Which of these events happened first,
second etc?

Items that ask objective information from
the passage — Example: Glaciers form
when…

Teach kids to skim and scan the text,
matching the words of the question to
specific words in the text.

Have them find the section of text that
refers specifically to the words in the
question and scan that part.

Teach them to scan several paragraphs to
notice events or steps in a sequence.

Remind students to eliminate answers they
know to be untrue.

58 The Comprehension Toolkit
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From A HISTORY OF US: RECONSTRUCTING AMERICA (VOL. 7), 3RD EDITION, by Joy Hakim,
©1994 by Joy Hakim. Used by permission of Oxford University Press, Inc.



Related Resources

Toolkit Texts
Book of Masters
• short nonfiction texts for guided and

independent practice

• three-levels: grades 2–3, 4–5, and 6–7

• from children’s magazines

• correlated to The Comprehension Toolkit

CD-ROM
• all articles in full-color

• all articles in English and Spanish

• search articles by title, topic, or

comprehension strategy



Related Resources

The Primary Comprehension Toolkit

• 6 Strategy Books

• Built-In Professional Support

– Teacher’s Guide

– DVD-ROM

• Real World Informational Text

– Lesson Text Poster Pack

– Source Book of Short Text

– Trade Book Pack

Grades

K–2


